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7. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following three quality grades:  “Standard”, “High Quality”, and 
“Specific”.  The recommended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product’s quality grade, as 
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consent of Renesas Electronics.  The quality grade of each Renesas Electronics product is “Standard” unless otherwise 
expressly specified in a Renesas Electronics data sheets or data books, etc. 

“Standard”: Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual 
equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; and industrial robots. 

“High Quality”: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control systems; anti-disaster systems; anti-
crime systems; safety equipment; and medical equipment not specifically designed for life support. 

“Specific”:  Aircraft; aerospace equipment; submersible repeaters; nuclear reactor control systems; medical equipment or 
systems for life support (e.g. artificial life support devices or systems), surgical implantations, or healthcare 
intervention (e.g. excision, etc.), and any other applications or purposes that pose a direct threat to human life. 

8. You should use the Renesas Electronics products described in this document within the range specified by Renesas Electronics, 
especially with respect to the maximum rating, operating supply voltage range, movement power voltage range, heat radiation 
characteristics, installation and other product characteristics. Renesas Electronics shall have no liability for malfunctions or 
damages arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products beyond such specified ranges. 

9. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, semiconductor products have 
specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, 
Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design.  Please be sure to implement safety measures to 
guard them against the possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a 
Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to redundancy, fire 
control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures.  Because 
the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult, please evaluate the safety of the final products or system 
manufactured by you. 

10. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental 
compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product.  Please use Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all applicable 
laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS 
Directive.  Renesas Electronics assumes no liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with 
applicable laws and regulations. 
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Electronics. 

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this 
document or Renesas Electronics products, or if you have any other inquiries. 
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This document describes an operation overview of the sample program and how to use it, as well as how to set and use 

UART half-duplex communication by software control.  In the sample program, the baud rate is determined by 

performing calibration after completion of the initial settings.  Afterward, 8 units of data are received as a reception test, 
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The information in this document is current as of July, 2008. The information is subject to change 
without notice.  For actual design-in, refer to the latest publications of NEC Electronics data sheets or 
data books, etc., for the most up-to-date specifications of NEC Electronics products.  Not all 
products and/or types are available in every country.  Please check with an NEC Electronics sales 
representative for availability and additional information.
No part of this document may be copied or reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior       
written consent of NEC Electronics.  NEC Electronics assumes no responsibility for any errors that may 
appear in this document.
NEC Electronics does not assume any liability for infringement of patents, copyrights or other intellectual 
property rights of third parties by or arising from the use of NEC Electronics products listed in this document 
or any other liability arising from the use of such products.  No license, express, implied or otherwise, is 
granted under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of NEC Electronics or others.
Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided for illustrative 
purposes in semiconductor product operation and application examples. The incorporation of these 
circuits, software and information in the design of a customer's equipment shall be done under the full 
responsibility of the customer. NEC Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by 
customers or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software and information.
While NEC Electronics endeavors to enhance the quality, reliability and safety of NEC Electronics products, 
customers agree and acknowledge that the possibility of defects thereof cannot be eliminated entirely.  To 
minimize risks of damage to property or injury (including death) to persons arising from defects in NEC 
Electronics products, customers must incorporate sufficient safety measures in their design, such as 
redundancy, fire-containment and anti-failure features.
NEC Electronics products are classified into the following three quality grades: "Standard", "Special" and 
"Specific".  
The "Specific" quality grade applies only to NEC Electronics products developed based on a customer-
designated "quality assurance program" for a specific application.  The recommended applications of an NEC 
Electronics product depend on its quality grade, as indicated below.  Customers must check the quality grade of 
each NEC Electronics product before using it in a particular application. 

The quality grade of NEC Electronics products is "Standard" unless otherwise expressly specified in NEC 
Electronics data sheets or data books, etc.  If customers wish to use NEC Electronics products in applications 
not intended by NEC Electronics, they must contact an NEC Electronics sales representative in advance to 
determine NEC Electronics' willingness to support a given application.

(Note)

•

•

•

•

•

•

M8E  02. 11-1

(1)

(2)

"NEC Electronics" as used in this statement means NEC Electronics Corporation and also includes its 
majority-owned subsidiaries.
"NEC Electronics products" means any product developed or manufactured by or for NEC Electronics (as 
defined above).

Computers, office equipment, communications equipment, test and measurement equipment, audio
and visual equipment, home electronic appliances, machine tools, personal electronic equipment
and industrial robots.
Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.), traffic control systems, anti-disaster
systems, anti-crime systems, safety equipment and medical equipment (not specifically designed
for life support).
Aircraft, aerospace equipment, submersible repeaters, nuclear reactor control systems, life
support systems and medical equipment for life support, etc.

"Standard":

"Special":

"Specific":
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CHAPTER  1  OVERVIEW 
 

 

This sample program presents an example in which UART half-duplex communication is performed by adjusting 

the communication timing and controlling the ports by using software, regardless of whether the microcontroller is 

provided with a UART function and without using the function if it is provided (hereinafter, this communication is 

referred to as “software UART”).  Software UART is used to perform serial communication with products that are not 

provided with serial interface UART6 (78K0S/KU1+, 78K0S/KY1+) or increase the number of serial communication 

channels for products that are provided with serial interface UART6 (78K0S/KA1+, 78K0S/KB1+). 

Calibration is performed after completion of the initial settings and the baud rate is determined by receiving a low 

level (80H) equivalent to 8 bits.  Afterward, 8 units of data are received as a reception test, which are transmitted as a 

transmission test.  Furthermore, an LED is turned on during transmission and reception. 

 

1.1 Main Contents of the Initial Settings 
 

The main contents of the initial settings are as follows. 

 

• Selecting the high-speed internal oscillator as the system clock sourceNote 

• Stopping watchdog timer operation 

• Setting VLVI (low-voltage detection voltage) to 4.3 V ±0.2 V 

• Generating an internal reset (LVI reset) signal when it is detected that VDD is less than VLVI, after VDD (power 

supply voltage) becomes greater than or equal to VLVI 

• Setting the CPU clock frequency to 8 MHz 

• Setting the I/O ports 

 

Note This is set by using the option byte. 

 

 

[Column] What is half-duplex communication? 

Half-duplex communication is a type of communication in which a receive operation and a transmit 

operation are performed alternately.  In this sample program, half-duplex communication is used, which 

enables a receive operation and a transmit operation by using software. 
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1.2 Contents Following the Main Loop 
 

Calibration is performed after completion of the initial settings and the baud rate is determined by receiving a low 

level (80H) equivalent to 8 bits. 

 

 Calibration 

 

78K0S/Kx1+ 
microcontroller

80H is received.

Calibration is performed and the baud 
rate is determined.

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Low level: 8 bits

<Input waveform>

Receive data: 80H

 
 

After completion of calibration, 8 units of data are received as a reception test, which are transmitted as a 

transmission test.  Furthermore, an LED is turned on during transmission and reception. 

 

The communication protocol will be set as follows. 

•  Baud rate: 4,800 to 19,200 bpsNote 1 

•  Data character length: 8 bits 

•  Parity specification: No parity 

•  Number of stop bits: 1 bit or 2 bitsNote 2 

•  Start bit specification: LSB first 

 

Notes 1. The baud rate value is determined by performing calibration.  When not performing calibration, the baud 

rate value can be set by using software.  The default value is 9,600 bps. 

 2. This can be set by using software.  The default setting is 1 bit. 
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 Reception test → transmission test 

 

78K0S/Kx1+
microcontroller

55H, 88H • • •, AAH, and 11H are received.
55H, 88H • • •, AAH, and 11H 
are transmitted.

<Input waveform example>

First time   Receive data: 55H

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Second time   Receive data: 88H

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Seventh time   Receive data: AAH

Eighth time   Receive data: 11H

•
•
•

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

<Output waveform example>

First time   Transmit data: 55H

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Second time   Transmit data: 88H

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Seventh time   Transmit data: AAH

Eighth time   Transmit data: 11H

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

•
•
•

LED (turned on during 
transmission and reception)

+−
VDD

• Reception test (8 units of data are received)

• Transmission test (received 8 units of data are transmitted)

 
 

Caution For cautions when using the device, refer to the user’s manual of each product (78K0S/KU1+, 

78K0S/KY1+, 78K0S/KA1+, 78K0S/KB1+). 

 

http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18172*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16994*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16898*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U17446*
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CHAPTER  2   CIRCUIT  DIAGRAM 
 

 

This chapter describes a circuit diagram and the peripheral hardware to be used in this sample program. 

 

2.1 Circuit Diagram 
 

A circuit diagram is shown below. 

 

RESET

P40
(TxD)Note 2

VDD

78K0S/Kx1+
microcontroller

P45 or P43
(RxD)Note 3

Transmit data

Receive data

VDD

VDD
Note 1

VSS

P20

VDD

LED

 
 

Notes 1. Use this in a voltage range of 4.5 V ≤ VDD ≤ 5.5 V. 

 2. The P40 pin is used as the UART transmission pin. 

 3. The P45 pin (78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers) or the P43 pin (78K0S/KY1+ and 

78K0S/KU1+ microcontrollers) is used as the UART reception pin. 

 

Cautions 1. Connect the AVREF pin directly to VDD (only for the 78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ 

microcontrollers). 

 2.  Connect the AVSS pin directly to GND (only for the 78K0S/KB1+ microcontroller). 

 3.  Leave all unused pins open (unconnected), except for the pins shown in the circuit diagram 

and the AVREF and AVSS pins. 

 

2.2 Peripheral Hardware 
 

The peripheral hardware to be used is shown below. 

 

• LED 

An LED is turned on during reception and transmission of data. 
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CHAPTER  3   SOFTWARE 
 

 

This chapter describes the file configuration of the compressed file to be downloaded, internal peripheral functions 

of the microcontroller to be used, and initial settings and operation overview of the sample program, and shows a flow 

chart. 

 

3.1 File Configuration 
 

The following table shows the file configuration of the compressed file to be downloaded. 

 

Compressed (*.zip) File Included File Name Description 

 

 

  

main.asmNote 1 Source file for hardware initialization processing and main 

processing of microcontroller 

   

op.asm Assembler source file for setting the option byte (sets the 

system clock source) 

   

softuart.prw Work space file for integrated development environment PM+    

softuart.prj Project file for integrated development environment PM+    

softuart.pri 

softuart.prs 

softuart.prm 

Project files for system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+   Note 2  

softuart0.pnl I/O panel file for system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+ (used 

for checking peripheral hardware operations) 

 Note 2  

softuart0.wvi Signal data editor file for system simulator SM+ for 

78K0S/Kx1+ (used for inputting external signal waveforms) 

 
Note 2

  

softuart0.wvo Timing chart file for system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+ 

(used for checking waveforms) 

   

 

Notes 1. The software UART sample program is available only in assembly language. 

 2. These files are not included among the files for the 78K0S/KU1+ microcontroller. 

 

Remark : Only the source file is included. 

 

 : The files to be used with integrated development environment PM+ and 78K0S/Kx1+ system 

simulator SM+ are included. 

 : The microcontroller operation simulation file to be used with system simulator SM+ for 

78K0S/Kx1+ is included. 
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3.2 Internal Peripheral Functions to Be Used 
 

The following internal peripheral functions of the microcontroller are used in this sample program. 

 

• VDD < VLVI detection: Low-voltage detector (LVI) 

• UART reception (RxD):  P45 or P43Note 

• UART transmission (TxD):  P40 

• LED output: P20 

 

Note P45: 78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers 

 P43: 78K0S/KY1+ and 78K0S/KU1+ microcontrollers 

 

3.3 Initial Settings and Operation Overview 
 

In this sample program, initial settings including the setting of the low-voltage detection function, selection of the 

clock frequency, setting of the I/O ports, and setting of the default baud rate value are performed. 

Calibration is performed after completion of the initial settings and the baud rate is determined by receiving a low 

level (80H) equivalent to 8 bits.  Afterward, 8 units of data are received as a reception test, which are then transmitted 

as a transmission test.  Furthermore, an LED is turned on during transmission and reception. 

 

The communication protocol will be set as follows. 

• Baud rate: 4,800 to 19,200 bpsNote 1 

• Data character length: 8 bits 

• Parity specification: No parity 

• Number of stop bits: 1 bit or 2 bitsNote 2 

• Start bit specification: LSB first 

 

Notes 1. The baud rate value is determined by performing calibration.  When not performing calibration, the baud 

rate value can be set by using software.  The default value is 9,600 bps. 

 2. This can be set by using software.  The default setting is 1 bit. 
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The details are described in the status transition diagram shown below. 

 
Initial settings 1

Reset source check

Initial settings 2
• Setting the CPU clock frequency to 8 MHz
• I/O port setting

• Setting P40 (TxD) and P20 as output ports 
and setting the output latches to high level

• Setting P45 (RxD) or P43 (RxD)Note as an 
input port and using an internal pull-up 
resistor

• Setting the default baud rate value to 
   9,600 bps
• RAM initialization

Setting VLVI to 4.3 V ±0.2 V and 
starting low-voltage detection 

operation

Setting so that an internal reset 
signal is generated when 

VDD < VLVI

VDD ≥ VLVI

Reset other than by LVI

LVI reset

200   s wait

Saving the work register 
data

Input is at high level

Input signal check <1>

Measuring the low-level 
time equivalent to 8 bits

Baud rate is within
allowable range

Restoring the work 
register data

Calibration

Input is at low level

 Input signal check <2>

Input is at high level

Calculating the value set 
by the baud rate

Saving the start bit count 
value

Saving the 1-bit count 
value

Baud rate is outside 
allowable range

Saving the work register 
data

Input signal check

Calculating the time 
equivalent to 0.5 bits

Input is at low level

Input is at low level Input is at high level

Start bit detection

Bit length setting

Measuring the time of 1 bit
Time equivalent to 
1 bit has elapsed

Input data retrieval

Counting the number of 
receive bits

No remaining bits Remaining bits exist

Stop bit identification

Counting the number of 
receptions

Restoring the work 
register data

Infinite loop

Saving the work register 
data

Start bit transmission

Measuring the time of 1 bit

Data output

Counting the number of 
transmit bits

Remaining bits 
exist

No remaining
bits

Reading the transmit data 
from the buffer

Restoring the work 
register data

Counting the number 
of transmissions

Number of transmissions 
= 8 times

Number of 
transmissions
< 8 times

UART reception

Wait for receive time 
equivalent to about 

1.5 bits

UART transmission

Bit length setting

Saving the receive data 
to the buffer

• Referencing the option byte
• Selecting the high-speed internal oscillator 

(8 MHz (TYP.)) as the system clock source
• The low-speed internal oscillator can be 

stopped by software
• Using the P34/RESET pin as the RESET pin

• Stack pointer setting
• Stopping watchdog timer operation
• Setting the CPU clock frequency to 2 MHz

Number of receptions
 = 8 times

Number of receptions 
< 8 times

μ

 
 

Note P45: 78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers 

 P43: 78K0S/KY1+ and 78K0S/KU1+ microcontrollers 
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3.4 Flow Charts 
 

The flow charts for the sample program are shown below. 

 
<Processing after reset release>

Reset start

Stopping watchdog timer 
operation

Stack pointer setting

I/O port setting

Referencing the option 
byteNote

Setting the CPU clock 
frequency to 2 MHz

Reset source
LVI reset

Reset other than by LVI

Setting VLVI = 4.3 V ±0.2 V

200   s wait

VDD ≥ VLVI ?

Setting the CPU clock 
frequency to 8 MHz

Yes

No

Setting so that an internal 
reset signal is generated when 

VDD < VLVI

Initial settings

Writing the A register data 
to the buffer

Infinite loop

RxD pin = 1?

No

Yes

RAM initialization

Calibration

Specifying the buffer start 
address

Setting the number of 
receptions to 8 times

UART reception

Incrementing the buffer 
address by 1

Have 8 receptions 
been completed?

Specifying the buffer start 
address

Setting the number of 
transmissions to 8 times

Reading the buffer data to the 
A register

UART transmission

Incrementing the buffer 
address by 1

No

Yes

Have 8 transmissions 
been completed?

Calibration start

Saving the AX and HL 
register data

Yes

No

Disabling vector interrupt

RxD pin = 0?

RxD pin = 0?

<Calibration subroutine>

Setting an offset to the HL 
register (for time measurement)

Incrementing the HL register 
value by 1

RxD pin = 1?

AX register < 256?

AX register ≥ 45?

Multiplying the AX register 
by 1/2 again

Performing offset correction 
and saving RCMPDATA1

Multiplying the AX register 
by 1/2 again

Performing offset correction 
and saving RCMPDATA0

Restoring the AX and HL
register data

Return

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Setting the default baud rate 
value to 9,600 bps

Wait for receive time 
equivalent to about 1.5 bits

Multiplying the HL register 
count value by 1/2, using 

the AX register

μ

 
 

Note Referencing the option byte is automatically performed by the microcontroller after reset release.  In this 

sample program, the following contents are set by referencing the option byte. 

 • Using the high-speed internal oscillation clock (8 MHz (TYP.)) as the system clock source 

 • The low-speed internal oscillator can be stopped by using software 

 • Using the P34/RESET pin as the RESET pin 

 

Remark The flow charts of <UART receive subroutine>, <1-bit receive subroutine>, <UART transmit subroutine>, 

and <1-bit transmit subroutine> are shown on the next page. 
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RxD pin = 1?

UART reception start

Yes

No

Disabling vector interrupt

RxD pin = 0?

RxD pin = 0?

<UART receive subroutine>

Decrementing the count 
value by 1

RxD pin = 0?

Return

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Saving the BC register data

Turning on the LED

Reading RCMPDATA0 
(count value)

Count value = 0?
No

Yes

Setting the remaining 
number of receive bits (9) 

to the counter

Clearing the AX register

1-bit reception

Decrementing the remaining 
number of receive bits by 1

Remaining
number of receive 

bits = 0?

No

Yes

Turning off the LED

Reversing the CY flag

Shifting the A register to the 
left and transferring the CY 
flag to bit 0 of the A register

Saving the receive data and 
receive status flag to the RAM

Restoring the BC register data

1-bit reception start

<1-bit receive subroutine>

Decrementing the count value 
by 1

Receive data = 0?

Return

No

Yes

Reading RCMPDATA1 
(count value)

Count value = 0?
No

Yes

Shifting the A register to the 
right and transferring the CY 
flag to bit 7 of the A register

Setting 0 to CY

Return

Setting 1 to CY

UART transmission start

Disabling vector interrupt

<UART transmit subroutine>

Return

Saving the BC register data

Turning on the LED

Setting the number of 
transmit bits to the counter

1-bit transmission

Decrementing the number of 
transmit bits by 1

Remaining 
number of transmit 

bits = 0?

No

Yes

Turning off the LED

Restoring the BC register data

1-bit transmission start

<1-bit transmit subroutine>

Decrementing the count value 
by 1

CY = 0?

Return

No

Yes

Reading RCMPDATA1 
(count value)

Count value = 0?
No

Yes

Setting 1 to CY

Return

0 transmission

Start bit transmission Shifting the A register to the 
right and transferring bit 0 of 
the A register to the CY flag

1 transmission

Exchanging the A register 
(receive data) and X register 

(00H)

Storing the receive data to the 
A register and the receive 
status flag to the X register
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CHAPTER  4   SETTING  METHODS 
 

 

This chapter describes the initial settings of software UART, how to use the calibration, UART receive, and UART 

transmit subroutines, and an operational overview of the subroutines. 

For other initial settings, refer to the 78K0S/Kx1+ Sample Program (Initial Settings) LED Lighting Switch 

Control Application Note.  For low-voltage detection (LVI), refer to the 78K0S/Kx1+ Sample Program (Low-Voltage 

Detection) Reset Generation During Detection at Less than 2.7 V Application Note. 

For how to set registers, refer to the user’s manual of each product (78K0S/KU1+, 78K0S/KY1+, 78K0S/KA1+, 

78K0S/KB1+). 

For assembler instructions, refer to the 78K/0S Series Instructions User’s Manual. 

 

4.1 Initial Settings of Software UART 
 

Set the following three items as the initial settings for using software UART communication. 

 

•  Ports to be used in software UART communication 

•  Default baud rate value 

•  Number of stop bits 

 

4.1.1  Port setting 

In this sample program, the pins to be used in software UART communication are set as follows. 

 

•  UART reception (RxD): P45 (78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers) 

  P43 (78K0S/KY1+ and 78K0S/KU1+ microcontrollers) 

•  UART transmission (TxD): P40 

 

In the initial settings after reset release, the following three registers are set as shown in the table below. 

 

•  Port register: P4 

•  Port mode register: PM4 

•  Pull-up resistor option register: PU4 

 

 P4 Register PM4 Register PU4 Register 

78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers P40 = 1 PM40 = 0, PM45 = 1 PU45 = 1 

78K0S/KY1+ and 78K0S/KU1+ microcontrollers P40 = 1 PM40 = 0, PM43 = 1 PU43 = 1 

 

 

http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18752*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18752*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18821*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18821*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18172*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16994*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16898*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U17446*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U11047*
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In the source file, the symbols are defined as follows for frequently used port registers. 

 

[Excerpt from this sample program source (78K0S/KA1+ and 78K0S/KB1+ microcontrollers)] 

 

 

 

 

In software UART communication, general-purpose I/O ports are used to function as the UART receive and 

transmit pins.  Changing the setting of these ports, therefore, enables communication by using arbitrary ports. 

 

4.1.2  Communication protocol setting 

The communication protocol is as follows. 

 

•  Baud rate: 4,800 to 19,200 bps (9,600 bps by default) 

•  Data character length: 8 bits 

•  Parity specification: No parity 

•  Number of stop bits: 1 bit or 2 bits (1 bit by default) 

•  Start bit specification: LSB first 

 

The baud rate and number of stop bits can be set by using software. 

The baud rate can also be determined by performing calibration. 

 

(1)  Setting the baud rate 

The following two RAM data are used to set the baud rate. 

•  RCMPDATA1: For a 1-bit count 

•  RCMPDATA0: For a start-bit count 

 

In this sample program, the default values of these RAM data are set as follows via the initial settings. 

 

[Excerpt from this sample program source] 

 

 

 

 

The following three constants are provided for setting the baud rate, by defining the symbols. 

Symbol Baud Rate 

RCMPDATA1 RCMPDATA0 

4,800 bps CB4800 CHB4800 

9,600 bps (default) CB9600 (default) CHB9600 (default) 

19,200 bps CB19200 CHB19200 

 

When not performing calibration or when identified as being beyond the recommended baud rate range during 

calibration, the RAM data that have been set via the initial settings will be applied. 

 

PTXD  EQU P4.0  ; Pin for UART transmission (TxD pin) 

PRXD  EQU P4.5  ; Pin for UART reception (RxD pin) 

MOV RCMPDATA1, #CB9600 ; 1-bit count timer default value (9600 bps) 

MOV RCMPDATA0, #CHB9600 ; Start bit count timer default value (9600 bps) 
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(2)  Setting the number of stop bits 

In this sample program, the number of stop bits is set to 1 by default, by defining the symbols. 

 

[Excerpt from this sample program source] 

 

 

 

The number of stop bits during transmission can be set to 2 by changing “1”, shown above, to “2”. 

Software UART operates with the number of stop bits always set to “1” during reception. 

 

4.2  Calibration 
 

4.2.1  How to use calibration 

In this sample program, calibration processing is turned into a subroutine.  Calibration can be executed by calling 

as follows. 

 

 [Example of calling a calibration subroutine] 

 

 

 

This subroutine can be used to perform calibration as many times as desired to correct the baud rate. 

 

The following two setting values are stored to the RAM via calibration processing.  These RAM data vary, 

depending on the baud rate. 

 

• RCMPDATA1:  For a 1-bit count 

• RCMPDATA0:  For a start-bit count 

 

When the baud rate is significantly outside the recommended range during calibration, these RAM data will not be 

updated and the data with the baud rate immediately before will be retained.  (In this sample program, these are the 

initial setting values (the values when the baud rate is 9,600 bps).)  For details, refer to 4.2.2 Operational overview of 

calibration. 

 

CSTOPBIT EQU 1  ; Specify the number of stop bits 

CALL !SCALIB  
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JCAL000: 
 BF PRXD, $JCAL000 ; If the RxD pin is 0, wait until it 
becomes 1 
 DI   ; Disable vector interrupt 
 
JCAL100: 
 BT PRXD, $JCAL100 ;10: Wait for calibration start 
 BT PRXD, $JCAL100 ;10: If noise is present, return to 
waiting for calibration start 
 
 NOP   ; 2: For time adjustment 
 NOP   ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOVW HL, #CCALOFFSET ; 6: Time correction 
JCAL200: 
 NOP   ; 2: 
 INCW HL  ; 4: Time measurement 
 BF PRXD, $JCAL200 ;10: Wait for RxD pin to become 1 

4.2.2  Operational overview of calibration 

Calibration is performed and the baud rate is determined by receiving a low level equivalent to 8 bits (receive data: 

80H) from the pin (RxD) to be used as the input for serial communication. 

In this sample program, calibration is performed immediately after completion of the initial settings. 

 

The waveform of the receive data of 80H for calibration detection is shown below.  The low-level width that is 

equivalent to 8 bits is the length from the start bit to bit 6 of the character bit. 

 

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

Low level: 8 bits

<Input waveform>

<Receive data: 80H>

01 0 0 0 0 0 0

LSBMSB

 
 

Before starting to measure the low-level width, disable interrupt acknowledgment and set so that no interrupt 

servicing occurs during the measurement. 

When starting to measure the low-level width, check twice that the RxD pin is at low level, in order to eliminate 

noise less than about 1.5 μs.  After checking, start counting the HL register for measurement after setting to the HL 

register the correction value that has been derived from the number of execution clocks of the instruction, so that a 

processing time that suits the communication speed is achieved. 

Increment the HL register for measuring the time by 1 every 16 clocks, based on the number of execution clocks of 

the instruction. 

When the RxD pin has been checked to be at high level, counting the HL register ends. 

 

[Excerpt from this sample program source (calibration)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disabling interrupt 
before starting 
measurement

Setting the 
correction value

Incrementing  
the HL register  

by 1 

Detecting a low 
level twice 

Waiting for high-
level detection 

2 + 4 + 10 = 
16 clocks Incrementing the HL  

register by 1 every 16 clocks, 
because the NOP to BF 
instructions are repeated 

until a high level is  
detected 
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The relation between the HL register count value and the baud rate value is shown below. 

 

 

 

HL register count value = 
1

Baud rate value × 8 × 106 × 8 × 
1

16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

→ Baud rate value = 
4 × 106

 HL register count value 

 

[Example]  When the HL register count value is 416 

Baud rate value = 
4 × 106

416  ≅ 9,615 [bps] 

 

 

Determine from the value that is a fourth of the HL register count value whether the baud rate is within the 

recommended range.  At this time, the allowable range of the baud rate will be as follows, based on the identified value 

of the count value. 

 

 

45 ≤ 
HL register count value

4  < 256 

→ Allowable range of the baud rate: 3,907 to 22,222 [bps] 

    (Recommended range of the baud rate: 4,800 to 19,200 [bps]) 

 

 

(a): Time equivalent to 1 bit (s) 
(b): Number of clocks equivalent to 1 bit 
(c): Number of clocks equivalent to 8 bits

The clock frequency to be used is 8 
MHz; therefore, 8 MHz = 8 × 106 Hz. 

The HL register is incremented 
every 16 clocks, based on the 
number of execution clocks of the 
instruction; therefore, “Number of 
clocks equivalent to 8 bits × 1/16” 
becomes the count value. 

(b) 
(c) 

(a) 
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When the baud rate is within the allowable range, determine the values to be saved from the HL register count 

value to RCMPDATA1 and RCMPDATA0. 

 

Remark The values of when the baud rate is 9,600 bps are set to RCMPDATA1 and RCMPDATA0 by default.  

When not performing calibration or when the baud rate is outside the allowable range as a result of 

calibration, the default values will be used for UART transmission and reception. 

 

 

 

 

 

<1> Count value equivalent to 1 bit  = HL register count value × 16 × 
 1 
 8  × 

 1 
 8  − Correction value 

 (RCMPDATA1) 
 

= HL register value × 
 1 
 4  − Correction value 

 

 

 

 

 
Remark The count value that is equivalent to 1 bit (RCMPDATA1) is used to determine the identification 

timing of the 1-bit data during UART reception and to determine the length of the 1-bit data 

during UART transmission. 

 

<2> Count value for start-bit detection (RCMPDATA0) 

 

 

 

 

= HL register value × 16 × 
 1 
 8  × 

 1 
 2  × 

 1 
 8  − Correction value = HL register value × 

 1 
 8  − Correction value 

 

 

  

 

 
Remarks 1. The count value for start-bit detection (RCMPDATA0) is used to detect the start bit during 

UART reception.  RCMPDATA0 is determined so that the start bit is detected at the point of 

0.5 bits after the UART receive pin (RxD) is detected to be at low level, because 0 or 1 is 

identified at the center of the 1-bit data in UART reception. 

 2. The correction value of RCMPDATA1 and that of RCMPDATA0 are different values. 

(a): Number of clocks equivalent 
 to 8 bits 
(b): Number of clocks equivalent 
 to 1 bit 

This is because the number of the execution 
clocks of the instruction to be used when 
counting RCMPDATA1 is 8.  (The count value 
is decremented by 1 every 8 clocks.) 

This is because the number of execution clocks of 
the instruction to be used when counting the HL 
register is 16 (incremented by 1 every 16 clocks 
and measured for 8 bits).

Correction of the 
processing time for 
counting for 1 bit 

(a): Number of clocks equivalent to 8 bits 
(b): Number of clocks equivalent to 1 bit 
(c): Number of clocks equivalent to 0.5 bits 

This is because the number of the execution clocks of the instruction to be used when 
counting the HL register is 16 (incremented by 1 every 16 clocks and measured for 8 bits).

This is because the number of the 
execution clocks of the instruction to be 
used when counting RCMPDATA0 is 8. 
(The count value is decremented by 1 
every 8 clocks.) 

Correction of the processing time for start-bit 
detection

 (a) 
 (b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
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 MOVW AX, HL 
 CLR1 CY 
 RORC A, 1 ; Multiply the result by 1/2 
 XCH A, X 
 RORC A, 1 
 XCH A, X 
 CLR1 CY 
 RORC A, 1  ; Multiply by 1/2 again (multiply 
the result by 1/4) 
 XCH A, X 
 RORC A, 1 
 XCH A, X 
 CMP A, #0 ; Are the higher 8 bits 0? 
 BNZ $JCAL300 ; Exit if too slow 
 XCH A, X 
 CMP A, #45 ; Lower-limit check 
 BC $JCAL300 ; Exit if too fast 
    ; CY = 0 
 MOV RCMPDATA1, A ; Set the RCMPDATA1 setting value 
to the save area 
 SUB RCMPDATA1, #CTROFFSET ; Correct the data equivalent to 
48 clocks during transmission and reception 
 RORC A, 1 ; Multiply by 1/2 again 
 SUB A, #CSTOFFSET ; Correct start-bit processing 
 MOV RCMPDATA0, A ; For start-bit processing 
 
JCAL300: 
 POP HL  ; Restore the HL register data
 POP AX  ; Restore the AX register data 
 RET 

[Excerpt from this sample program source (from calibration result identification to saving of the count value)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3  UART Reception 
 

4.3.1  How to use UART reception 

In this sample program, UART receive processing is turned into a subroutine.  Data receive processing can be 

performed, and the receive data and receive status flag can be saved by using UART receive processing, as follows. 

 

[Example of calling the UART receive subroutine and saving the data] 

 

 

 

 

 

With this UART receive subroutine call, the receive data and receive status flag are stored to both a general-

purpose register and a RAM area and processing is returned from the subroutine.  The correspondences between the 

receive data and receive status flag, and the general-purpose register and RAM area are shown below. 

 General-Purpose Register to Which to Be Saved RAM Address to Which to Be Saved 

Receive data A register RRXDATA (Lower 1 byte of RRXDATA) 

Receive status flag X register RRXFLAG (Higher 1 byte of RRXDATA) 

 

The receive status flag can only identify framing errors (stop bit is not detected). 

•  Receive status flag = 00H: Normal reception 

•  Receive status flag = 01H: Framing error 

Multiplying the 
count value by 

1/2 

Count value/4 < 256? 
(At least 3,907 bps?) 

Multiplying the  
count value by 

1/2 again 

Saving “Count 
value/4 − Correction 

value” to 
RCMPDATA1 

Saving “Count 
value/8 − Correction 

value” to 
RCMPDATA0 

Multiplying the count  
value by 1/2 again 

Ending calibration when  
the baud rate is outside the 

allowable range 

CALLT [ZRXDATA] ; UART receive subroutine call 

MOV RDATA, A ; Save the receive data to RDATA 

XCH A, X ; Transfer the receive status flag to the A register 

MOV SDATA, A ; Save the receive status flag to SDATA 

Count value/4 ≥ 45? 
 (No more than 22,222 

bps?) 
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4.3.2  Operational overview of UART reception 

Before starting data reception, disable interrupt acknowledgment and set so that no interrupt servicing occurs 

during reception. 

When starting data reception, check twice that the UART receive pin (RxD) pin is at low level, in order to eliminate 

noise less than about 1.5 μs.  After checking, the start bit is identified at the center of the bit. 

 
<When receive data: 55H>

Start 
bit D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Stop 
bit

0 or 1 is identified at the center of 1 bit.
0 is detected 
twice.

Stop bit identificationStart bit identification

The RCMPDATA0 value is 
used as the count value.

The RCMPDATA1 value is 
used as the count value.

 
 

The identification timings are determined by using the RCMPDATA0 value (count value equivalent to 0.5 bits) that 

was determined via calibration when identifying the start bit, and using the RCMPDATA1 value (count value equivalent 

to 1 bit) when identifying the bits following bit 0, to identify the timing of the bits at the center of the bits. 

 

Remark The values of when the baud rate is 9,600 bps are set to RCMPDATA1 and RCMPDATA0 by default.  

When not performing calibration or when the baud rate is outside the allowable range as a result of 

calibration, the default values will be used for UART transmission and reception. 
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When receiving data, the A register and CY flag are used as the buffer registers for reception.  The CY flag data 

(receive bit) will be shifted to bit 7 of the A register by setting to the CY flag the same value as the receive data every 

time when receiving 1 bit and shifting the A register to the right. 

 

<When receive data: 55H>

A registerCY flag

Bit 0: 1 1

Bit 1: 0 10

Bit 2: 1 101

Bit 7: 0 010 01 01 1

Stop bit 010 01 01 11

8-bit data reception 
end (55H) 010 01 01 11

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

 
 

The receive data is saved to the A register and RRXDATA (RAM area) after 8-bit data reception ends.  Furthermore, 

the CY flag value is reversed and saved to the X register and RRXFLAG (RAM area) as the receive status flag (0: 

normal reception, 1: framing error). 
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XCALT CSEG CALLT0 
ZRXDATA: DW SRXDATA ; UART receive subroutine 

 • 
 • 
 • 

MMAINLOOP: 
 • 
 • 
 • 

 MOVW HL, #RRXDATABUFF ; Specify the buffer start address 
 MOV B, #8 ; Specify the number of receptions 
LMLP100: 
 CALLT [ZRXDATA] ; Receive the data 
 MOV [HL], A ; Write the data to the buffer 
 INC L  ; Increment the buffer address by 1 
 DBNZ B, $LMLP100 ; Repeat for 8 times 

 • 
 • 
 • 

SRXDATA: 
 PUSH BC  ; Save the BC register data to the stack 
JRXD000: 
 BF PRXD, $JRXD000 ; If the RxD pin is 0, wait until it becomes 1 
 DI   ; Disable vector interrupt 
JRXD100: 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: Wait for start bit detection 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: If noise is present, return to waiting 
for start bit detection 
 
 CLR1 PLED  ; 6: Turn on the LED (during data reception) 
 NOP   ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA0 ; 4: Read the setting value 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A ; 4: Set up to the bit center 
JRXD200: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JRXD200 ; 8: Wait for the start bit center 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: If the start bit is not detected, return 
to waiting for detection 
 NOP   ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOV B, #8+1 ; 6: Set the remaining number of receive bits 
 MOVW AX, #0000H ; 6: Set the initial data 
JRXD300: 
 CALL !SRXBIT  ; 6: Receive the bit 
 DBNZ B, $JRXD300 ; 6: Count the number of receive bits 
 SET1 PLED  ; Turn off the LED (data reception end) 
 XCH A, X ; Save the receive data to the X register 
 NOT1 CY 
 ROLC A, 1 ; Set bit 0 to 1 if the stop bit is not 
detected 
 MOVW RRXDATA, AX ; Save the receive data and error status 
 XCH A, X ; Store the receive data to the A register 
    ; Store the error status to the X register 
 POP BC  ; Restore the BC register data 
 RET 

 • 
 • 
 • 

 [Excerpt from this sample program source (UART reception <1>)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remark The 1-bit receive subroutine (SRXBIT) is continued on the next page. 

Storing the receive 
data to the buffer 

UART receive 
subroutine 

Disabling interrupt 
before starting 

reception 

Detecting a low 
level twice 

Reading the setting 
value for start bit 

detection 8 clocks × 
RCMPDATA0 value

Calling the UART 
receive subroutine 
and receiving data 

Calling the 1-bit 
receive subroutine 
and receiving bit by 

bit 

Start bit  
identification 

Counting for 0.5 
bits (decrementing 

by 1 every 8 
clocks) 

Setting the  
number of 
receive bits 

Storing the reversed 
CY flag value to the 

X register as an 
error status and 

saving the receive 
data to the A 

register 

Saving the receive data 
and error status to the 

RAM area 
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   • 
   • 
   • 
SRXBIT: 
 NOP   ; 2: For adjusting the time with transmit 
processing 
 RORC A, 1 ; 2: Retrieve the receive data (CY flag) by 
right-shifting 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A ; 4: Save the receive data 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA1 ; 4: Get the receive time count value 
 XCH A, RTIMECNT ; 6: Set the count value & restore the 
receive data 
JRXB100: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JRXB100 ; 8*n: Wait time 
 BT      PRXD, $JRXB200 ;10: Check the receive data 
 CLR1 CY  ; 2: CY is 0 if 0 is received 
 RET   ; 6: 
JRXB200: 
 SET1 CY  ; 2: CY is 1 if 1 is received 
 RET   ; 6: 
 

 [Excerpt from this sample program source (UART reception <2>)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remark This excerpt from the sample program source is continued from the previous page. 

 

4.4  UART Transmission 
 

4.4.1  How to use UART transmission 

In this sample program, UART transmit processing is turned into a subroutine.  Data transmit processing can be 

performed by using UART transmit processing as follows. 

 

[Example of calling the UART transmit subroutine] 

 

 

 

 

 

1-bit receive 
subroutine 

8 clocks × RCMPDATA1 value 

Reading the 
setting value for 
1-bit detection 

Counting for 1 bit 
(decrementing by 
1 every 8 clocks) 

Setting CY to 0  
or 1 if the received 
1-bit data is 0 or 1 

Shifting the CY 
flag value to bit 7 
of the A register 

MOV A, TDATA ; Store the data to be transmitted (TDATA) to the A register 

CALLT [ZTXDATA] ; Transmit the data 
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4.4.2  Operational overview of UART transmission 

Before starting data transmission, disable interrupt acknowledgment and set so that no interrupt servicing occurs 

during transmission. 

The transmit data must be stored to the A register before calling the subroutine, because the transmit data is read 

from the A register. 

When transmitting the data, use the RCMPDATA1 value (count value equivalent to 1 bit) that was determined via 

calibration, in order to determine the length of 1 bit to be transmitted. 

 

Remark The values of when the baud rate is 9,600 bps are set to RCMPDATA1 by default.  When not performing 

calibration or when the baud rate is outside the allowable range as a result of calibration, the default 

value will be used for UART transmission and reception. 

 

When transmitting data, the A register and CY flag are used as the buffer registers for transmission.  The CY flag 

data will be shifted to bit 7 of the A register, the bit 0 data (transmit bit) of the A register will be shifted to the CY flag, 

and the same value as that of the CY flag after it has been shifted will be transmitted every bit, by setting 1 to the CY 

flag and shifting the data to the right. 

 
<When transmit data: 55H>

A register 
(before shifting)

Bit 0 transmission

Bit 1 transmission

1

010 01 01 1

010 01 011

010 011 1

Bit 7 transmission

1 0

1

1

1

1

CY flag 
(after shifting)

0

1

0

1

1

1 1

010 01 01 1

CY flag 
(before shifting)

1

11

111111

Bit 2 transmission

1

1 1111111

Stop bit transmission

8-bit transmit 
data (55H)

•
•
•

•
•
• •

•
•
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XCALT CSEG CALLT0 
ZTXDATA: DW STXDATA ; UART transmit subroutine 

• 
• 
• 

MMAINLOOP: 
• 
• 
• 

 MOVW HL, #RRXDATABUFF ; Specify the buffer start address 
 MOV B, #8 ; Specify the number of transmissions 
LMLP200: 
 MOV A, [HL]    ; Read the buffer data 
 CALLT [ZTXDATA] ; Transmit the data 
 INC L  ; Increment the buffer address by 1 
 DBNZ B, $LMLP200 ; Repeat for 8 times 

• 
• 
• 

STXDATA: 
PUSH BC  ; Save the BC register data to the stack 

 DI   ; Disable vector interrupt 
 CLR1 PTXD  ; 6: Transmit the start bit 

CLR1 PLED  ; 6: Turn on the LED (during data 
transmission) 

MOV B, #1+8+CSTOPBIT ; 6: Set the number of transmit bits 
JTXD100: 

CALL !STXBIT ; 6: Transmit the bit 
DBNZ B, $JTXD100 ; 6: Count the number of transmit bits 
SET1 PLED  ; Turn off the LED (data transmission end) 
POP BC  ; Restore the BC register data 
RET 

• 
• 
• 

STXBIT: 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A ; 4: Save the transmit data 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA1 ; 4: Get the transmit time count value 
 XCH A, RTIMECNT ; 6: Set the count value & restore the 
transmit data 
 SET1 CY  ; 2: Set the data to 1 after output 
 RORC    A, 1 ; 2: Right-shift the transmit data to the CY 
flag 
JTXB100: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JTXB100 ; 8*n: Wait time 
 
 BC $JTXB200 ; 6: Branch if CY is 1 
 CLR1    PTXD  ; 6: Transmit 0 
 RET   ; 6: 
JTXB200: 
 SET1    PTXD  ; 6: Transmit 1 
 RET   ; 6: 

[Excerpt from this sample program source (UART transmission)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-bit transmit 
subroutine 

Reading the  
transmit data from 

the buffer 
UART transmit 

subroutine 

Disabling interrupt 
before starting 
transmission 

Transmitting the 
start bit 

8 clocks × RCMPDATA1 

Calling the UART transmit 
subroutine and transmitting 

the data 

Calling the 1-bit 
transmit subroutine 
and transmitting bit 

by bit 
Setting the number 

of transmit bits 

Counting for 1 bit 
(decrementing by 1 

every 8 clocks) 

Reading the  
setting value for  

1-bit transmission 

Shifting bit 0 of the A 
register to the CY flag 

Setting the  
CY flag to 1 

Transmitting 0 if 
CY is 0 and 

transmitting 1 if 
CY is 1 
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CHAPTER  5   OPERATION  CHECK  USING  SYSTEM  SIMULATOR  SM+ 
 

This chapter describes how the sample program operates with system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+, by using the 

assembly language file (source files + project file) that has been downloaded by selecting the            icon. 

 

Caution System simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+ is not supported with the 78K0S/KU1+ microcontroller (as 

of July 2008).  The operation of the 78K0S/KU1+ microcontroller, therefore, cannot be checked by 

using system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+. 

5.1 Building the Sample Program 

To check the operation of the sample program by using system simulator SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+ (hereinafter referred 

to as “SM+”), SM+ must be started after building the sample program.  This section describes how to build a sample 

program by using the assembly language sample program (source program + project file) downloaded by clicking the  

          icon.  See the 78K0S/Kx1+ Sample Program Startup Guide Application Note for how to build other 

downloaded programs. 

For the details of how to operate PM+, refer to the PM+ Project Manager User’s Manual. 

 

 

 

<R> 

<R> 

[Column] Build errors 

Change the compiler option setting according to the following procedure when the error message “A006 File 

not found ‘C:\NECTOOLS32\LIB78K0S\s0sl.rel’” or “*** ERROR F206 Segment ‘@@DATA’ can’t allocate to

memory - ignored.” is displayed, when building with PM+. 

 

<1> Select [Compiler Options] from the [Tool] menu. 

<2> The [Compiler Options] dialog box will be displayed.  Select the [Startup Routine] tab. 

<3> Uncheck the [Using Fixed Area of Standard Library] check box.  (Leave the other check boxes as they are.)

 

A RAM area of 118 bytes that has been secured as a fixed standard library area will be enabled for use when 

the [Using Fixed Area of Standard Library] check box is unchecked; however, the standard libraries (such as 

the getchar function and malloc function) will be disabled for use. 

The [Using Fixed Area of Standard Library] check box is unchecked by default when the file that has been 

downloaded by clicking the            icon is used in this sample program. 

http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18787*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?title=PM%2b%2a
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(1) Start PM+. 

(2) Select “softuart.prw” by clicking [Open Workspace] from the [File] menu and click [Open].  A workspace into 

which the source file will be automatically read will be created. 

(3) Select [Project Settings] from the [Project] menu.  When the [Project Settings] window opens, select the name 

of the device to be used (the device with the largest ROM or RAM size will be selected by default), and click 

[OK]. 

 

Remark Screenshots of the Sample Program (Initial Settings) LED Lighting Switch Control are shown below.  

 

 

 

 

Click 

This will be displayed 

when the device name 

is changed. 

Click 

Click 
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(4) Click       ([Build] button).  When the source files are built normally, the message “I3500: Build completed 

normally.” will be displayed. 

(5) Click the [OK] button in the message dialog box.  A HEX file for flash memory writing will be created. 

 

Remark Screenshots of the Sample Program (Initial Settings) LED Lighting Switch Control are shown below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Operation with SM+ 
 

This section describes examples of checking the operation on the I/O panel window or timing chart window of SM+. 

For the details of how to operate SM+, refer to the SM+ System Simulator Operation User’s Manual. 

 

(1)  When SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+ W1.02 (“SM+” hereafter) is used in the environment of PM+ Ver. 6.30, SM+ cannot 

be selected as the debugger.  In this case, start SM+ via method (a) or (b) described below, while keeping PM+ 

running after completing building a project. 

 

(a) When starting SM+ in PM+ 

<1> Select [Register Ex-tool] from the [Tool] menu and register “SM+ for 78K0S/Kx1+”. 

<2> Select [Ex-tool Bar] from the [View] menu and add the SM+ icon to the PM+ toolbar. 

<3> Click the SM+ icon and start SM+. 

(See the PM+ help for details on how to register external tools.) 

 

(b) When not starting SM+ in PM+ 

•Start SM+ from the Windows start menu. 

 

Click 

A HEX file for flash memory writing will be generated. 

Click 

<R> <R> 

http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=SM%2a&title=SM%2b%2aoperation
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(2)  When SM+ is started, the following screen will be displayed.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3)  The first character changes from a plus sign (“+”) to a minus sign (“−”) and the receive data to be saved will be 

expanded and displayed below “−RRXDATABUFF [8]”, by selecting the watch window (Watch) and double-

clicking “+RRXDATABUFF [8]”. 

 

Double-
click 

The receive data is 
saved, starting from 
address FE25H 

Expanded
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(4)  Select the source text window (Source (main.asm)) and set a break point to the NOP instruction line under 

 label “LMLP300:” to stop simulation after completion of all processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(5)  Click           ([Restart] button).  The program will be executed after the CPU is reset and the following screen will 

be displayed. 

 

     Click 

This turns red during  
program execution. 

Click the asterisk (“*”) 
in the NOP instruction 
line under “LMLP300:” 
(“*” → “B”) 
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(6) Select the signal data editor window (softuart0.wvi) and click           (signal input start button). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(7) Data transmission and reception will be simulated by software UART and stopped after completion of all 

processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<2> Click 

<1> Select the 
 window 

Signal input 

The I/O 
waveforms 

are displayed 

The LED is turned on  
during data transmission 
and reception 

The receive 
data is 
displayed 
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(8) The I/O waveforms will be displayed in the timing chart window and the received data will be displayed in the 

 watch window as follows. 

 

• Timing chart window 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Watch window 

 

 

Calibration 1 data reception × 8 times 1 data transmission × 8 times

The receive data and transmit data 
have the same waveforms. 

1 data (start bit + receive data + stop bit) 
1 data (start bit + transmit data + stop bit) 

Data of the first reception 
Data of the second reception 
 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 
 • 
Data of the eighth reception 
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CHAPTER  6   RELATED  DOCUMENTS 
 

 

Document Name Japanese/English 

78K0S/KU1+ User’s Manual PDF 

78K0S/KY1+ User’s Manual PDF 

78K0S/KA1+ User’s Manual PDF 

78K0S/KB1+ User’s Manual PDF 

78K/0S Series Instructions User’s Manual PDF 

Language PDF RA78K0S Assembler Package User’s Manual 

Operation PDF 

Language PDF CC78K0S C Compiler User’s Manual 

Operation PDF 

PM+ Project Manager User’s Manual PDF 

SM+ System Simulator Operation User’s Manual PDF 

78K0S/KU1+ PDF 

78K0S/KY1+ PDF 

78K0S/KA1+ PDF 

Flash Programming Manual (Basic) MINICUBE2 version 

78K0S/KB1+ PDF 

Sample Program Startup Guide PDF 

Sample Program (Initial Settings) LED Lighting Switch Control PDF 

78K0S/Kx1+ 
Application Note 

Sample Program (Low-Voltage Detection) Reset Generation During 

Detection at Less than 2.7 V 

PDF 

 

 

 

<R> 

http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18172*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16994*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U16898*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U17446*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U11047*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=RA78K0S&title=language&doccode=UM
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=RA78K0S&title=operation&doccode=UM
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=CC78K0S&title=language&doccode=UM
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=CC78K0S&title=operation&doccode=UM
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?title=PM%2b%2a
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?article=SM%2a&title=SM%2b%2aoperation
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U19225*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U19226*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18844*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U19224*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18787*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18752*
http://www.necel.com/cgi-bin/nesdis/o002_e.cgi?litcode=U18821*
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APPENDIX  A   PROGRAM  LIST 
 

 

As a program list example, the 78K0S/KB1+ microcontroller source program is shown below. 

 

 main.asm  

 
;***************************************************************************** 
; 
; NEC Electronics     78K0S/KB1+ 
; 
;***************************************************************************** 
; 78K0S/KB1+ Sample program 
;***************************************************************************** 
; Software UART 
;***************************************************************************** 
;<<History>> 
; 2007.9.-- Release 
;***************************************************************************** 
; 
;<<Overview>> 
; 
;This sample program shows an example of UART communication by software  
;control.  After completion of the initial settings, calibration is  
;performed by receiving a low level (= 80H) equivalent to 8 bits and  
;the baud rate is determined.  After completion of calibration, data of  
;8 characters is received as a reception test, which is then transmitted  
;as a transmission test.  When receiving data, the input level of the  
;receive pin is observed, and calibration and data reception are started  
;by using the detection of a low level as the trigger.  The baud rate is  
;recommended to be set within a range of 4800 to 19200 bps and is set to  
;9600 bps by default when calibration is not performed.  Furthermore, the  
;LED is turned on during transmission and reception. 
; 
; 
;  <Principal setting contents> 
; 
;  - Stop the watchdog timer operation 
;  - Set the low-voltage detection voltage (VLVI) to 4.3 V +-0.2 V 
;  - Generate an internal reset signal (low-voltage detector) when VDD < VLVI 
after VDD >= VLVI 
;  - Set the CPU clock to 8 MHz 
; 
; 
;  <Serial communication protocol> 
; 
;  - Baud rate:   4800 to 19200 bps (9600 bps by default) 
;  - Data character length: 8 bits 
;  - Parity specification: No parity 
;  - Number of stop bits: 1 bit or 2 bits (1 bit by default) 
;  - Start bit specification: LSB first 
; 
; 
;  <About receive errors> 
; 
;  - Only framing errors are detected. 
;  - Parity errors and overrun errors are not detected. 
; 
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; 
;<<I/O port settings>> 
; 
;  Input: P45 
;  Output: P00-P03, P20-P23, P30-P33, P40-P44, P46, P47, P120-P123, P130 
;  # All unused ports are set as the output mode. 
; 
;***************************************************************************** 
 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Define the symbol 
; 
;============================================================================= 
PTXD  EQU P4.0  ; Pin for UART transmission (TxD pin) 
PRXD  EQU P4.5  ; Pin for UART reception (RxD pin) 
PLED  EQU P2.0  ; Pin for the LED displaying the transmit and 
receive statuses 
 
CSTOPBIT EQU 1  ; Specify the number of stop bits 
 
CCALOFFSET EQU (10+20-13)/16 ; For correcting the 17 clocks when 
starting calibration 
CTROFFSET EQU (6+18+18+6)/8 ; For correcting the 48 clocks during 
transmission and reception 
CSTOFFSET EQU (10+26+5)/8 ; For correcting the 41 clocks when the start 
bit is detected 
 
CB4800  EQU 202    ; 1-bit count value at 4800 
baud 
CHB4800  EQU (CB4800+CTROFFSET)/2-CSTOFFSET ; Start bit count 
value at 4800 baud 
CB9600  EQU 98    ; 1-bit count value at 9600 
baud 
CHB9600  EQU (CB9600+CTROFFSET)/2-CSTOFFSET ; Start bit count 
value at 9600 baud 
CB19200  EQU 46    ; 1-bit count value at 19200 
baud 
CHB19200 EQU (CB19200+CTROFFSET)/2-CSTOFFSET ; Start bit count value 
at 19200 baud 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Vector table 
; 
;============================================================================= 
XVCT CSEG AT 0000H 
  DW IRESET  ;(00) RESET 
  DW IRESET  ;(02) -- 
  DW IRESET  ;(04) -- 
  DW IRESET  ;(06) INTLVI 
  DW IRESET  ;(08) INTP0 
  DW IRESET  ;(0A) INTP1 
  DW IRESET  ;(0C) INTTMH1 
  DW IRESET  ;(0E) INTTM000 
  DW IRESET  ;(10) INTTM010 
  DW IRESET  ;(12) INTAD 
  DW IRESET  ;(14) -- 
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  DW IRESET  ;(16) INTP2 
  DW IRESET  ;(18) INTP3 
  DW IRESET  ;(1A) INTTM80 
  DW IRESET  ;(1C) INTSRE6 
  DW IRESET  ;(1E) INTSR6 
  DW IRESET  ;(20) INTST6 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; CALLT table 
; 
;  The instruction code of a subroutine that is frequently called can be  
;  shortened by using the CALLT instruction that is a 1-byte call instruction. 
; 
;============================================================================= 
XCALT CSEG CALLT0 
ZRXDATA: DW SRXDATA  ; UART receive subroutine 
ZTXDATA: DW STXDATA  ; UART transmit subroutine 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Define the RAM 
; 
;============================================================================= 
DRAM DSEG SADDRP 
RRXDATA: DS 1  ; Receive data (paired with the receive status) 
RRXFLAG: DS 1  ; Receive status flag 
     ; (Framing error if bit 0 is 1) 
 DSEG SADDR 
RCMPDATA0: DS 1  ; For a start bit count 
RCMPDATA1: DS 1  ; For a 1-bit interval count 
RTIMECNT: DS 1  ; For an actual count 
RRXDATABUFF: DS 8 ; Data buffer for a transmission and reception 
test 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Define the memory stack area 
; 
;============================================================================= 
DSTK DSEG AT 0FEE0H 
RSTACKEND: DS 20H  ; Memory stack area = 32 bytes 
RSTACKTOP:    ; Start address of the memory stack area = FF00H 
 
;***************************************************************************** 
; 
; Initialization after RESET 
; 
;***************************************************************************** 
XMAIN CSEG UNIT 
IRESET: 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the stack pointer 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOVW AX, #RSTACKTOP 
 MOVW SP, AX  ; Set the stack pointer 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the watchdog timer 
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;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV WDTM, #01110111B ; Stop the watchdog timer operation 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Detect low-voltage + set the clock 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
;-----  Set the clock <1>  ----- 
 MOV PCC, #00000000B ; The clock supplied to the CPU (fcpu) = fxp (= 
fx/4 = 2 MHz) 
 MOV LSRCM, #00000001B ; Stop the oscillation of the low-speed 
internal oscillator 
 
;-----  Check the reset source  ----- 
 MOV A, RESF  ; Read the reset source 
 BT A.0, $HRST300 ; Omit subsequent LVI-related processing and go 
to SET_CLOCK during LVI reset 
 
;-----  Set low-voltage detection  ----- 
 MOV LVIS, #00000000B ; Set the low-voltage detection level (VLVI) to 
4.3 V +-0.2 V 
 SET1 LVION   ; Enable the low-voltage detector operation 
 
 MOV A, #40  ; Assign the 200 us wait count value 
;-----  200 us wait  ----- 
HRST100: 
 DEC A 
 BNZ $HRST100  ; 0.5[us/clk] x 10[clk] x 40[count] = 200[us] 
 
;-----  VDD >= VLVI wait processing  ----- 
HRST200: 
 NOP 
 BT LVIF, $HRST200 ; Branch if VDD < VLVI 
 
 SET1 LVIMD   ; Set so that an internal reset signal is 
generated when VDD < VLVI 
 
;-----  Set the clock <2>  ----- 
HRST300: 
 MOV PPCC, #00000000B ; The clock supplied to the peripheral hardware 
(fxp) = fx (= 8 MHz) 
     ; -> The clock supplied to the CPU (fcpu) = fxp 
= 8 MHz 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 0 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P0, #00000000B ; Set output latches of P00-P03 as low 
 MOV PM0, #11110000B ; Set P00-P03 as output mode 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 2 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P2, #00000001B ; Set output latches of P21-P23 as low, P20 as 
high (turn off LED) 
 MOV PM2, #11110000B ; Set P20-P23 as output mode 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 3 
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;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P3, #00000000B ; Set output latches of P30-P33 as low 
 MOV PM3, #11110000B ; Set P30-P33 as output mode 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 4 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P4, #00000001B ; Set output latches of P41-P47 as low, P40 as 
high (set for serial transmission) 
 MOV PU4, #00100000B ; Connect on-chip pull-up resistor to P45 
 MOV PM4, #00100000B ; Set P40-P44, P46, and P47 as output mode, P45 
(for serial reception) as input mode 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 12 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P12, #00000000B ; Set output latches of P120-P123 as low 
 MOV PM12, #11110000B ; Set P120-P123 as output mode 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the port 13 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV P13, #00000001B ; Set output latch of P130 as high 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; Initialize the RAM 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 MOV RCMPDATA1, #CB9600 ; 1-bit count timer default value (9600 
bps) 
 MOV RCMPDATA0, #CHB9600 ; Start bit count timer default value 
(9600 bps) 
 MOVW AX, #0000H 
 MOVW RRXDATA, AX  ; Initialize the receive data & receive status 
 
;***************************************************************************** 
; 
; Main loop 
; 
;***************************************************************************** 
MMAINLOOP: 
 
;-----  Calibration  ----- 
 CALL !SCALIB  ; Calibration processing (wait for 80H 
reception) 
 
;-----  Reception test  ----- 
 MOVW HL, #RRXDATABUFF; Specify the buffer start address 
 MOV B, #8  ; Specify the number of receptions 
LMLP100: 
 CALLT [ZRXDATA]  ; Receive the data 
 MOV [HL], A  ; Write the data to the buffer 
 INC L   ; Increment the buffer address by 1 
 DBNZ B, $LMLP100 ; Repeat for 8 times 
 
;-----  Wait for processing of the other party of communication  ----- 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA1 ; Read the 1-bit interval count data 
LMLP150: 
 NOP    ; Set this wait time by taking the processing 
time until transmission completion and  
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 NOP    ; enabling of reception by the other party of 
communication into consideration 
 DEC A 
 BNZ $LMLP150 
 
;-----  Transmission test  ----- 
 MOVW HL, #RRXDATABUFF; Specify the buffer start address 
 MOV B, #8  ; Specify the number of transmissions 
LMLP200: 
 MOV A, [HL]  ; Read the buffer data 
 CALLT [ZTXDATA]  ; Transmit the data 
 INC L   ; Increment the buffer address by 1 
 DBNZ B, $LMLP200 ; Repeat for 8 times 
 
;-----  Infinite loop  ----- 
LMLP300: 
 NOP 
 BR $LMLP300  ; Infinite loop 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Calibration subroutine 
; 
;  In this subroutine, the baud rate for UART communication is determined by  
; receiving a low level (80H) equivalent to 8 bits from the RxD pin and thus  
; performing calibration processing. 
;  To perform calibration reliably, noise less than about 1.5 us is  
; eliminated when starting calibration.  After reception of the low level is  
; completed, it is identified whether the number of clocks is within the  
; recommended setting range.  If it is within the recommended range, a count  
; value equivalent to one bit is determined from the count value, which is  
; halved to determine the count value for start bit detection.  After each  
; processing time has been corrected, the count values are stored into the RAM. 
; If the count values are significantly outside the recommended range for  
; the baud rate (4800 to 19200 bps), the count values are not stored into  
; the RAM. 
; 
; - Input parameter: None 
; - Output parameter: None 
; - Rewriting of the general-purpose register: None 
; - Stack use level: 2 
; 
;============================================================================= 
SCALIB: 
 PUSH AX   ; Save the AX register data to the stack 
 PUSH HL   ; Save the HL register data to the stack 
 
;-----  Processing before starting calibration  ----- 
JCAL000: 
 BF PRXD, $JCAL000 ; If the RxD pin is 0, wait until it becomes 1 
 DI    ; Disable vector interrupt 
 
;-----  Calibration processing  ----- 
JCAL100: 
 BT PRXD, $JCAL100 ;10: Wait for calibration start 
 BT PRXD, $JCAL100 ;10: If noise is present, return to waiting for 
calibration start 
 
 NOP    ; 2: For time adjustment 
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 NOP    ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOVW HL, #CCALOFFSET ; 6: Time correction 
JCAL200: 
 NOP    ; 2: 
 INCW HL   ; 4: Time measurement 
 BF PRXD, $JCAL200 ;10: Wait for RxD pin to become 1 
 
;-----  Identify the calibration result  ----- 
 MOVW AX, HL 
 CLR1 CY 
 RORC A, 1  ; Multiply the result by 1/2 
 XCH A, X 
 RORC A, 1 
 XCH A, X 
 CLR1 CY 
 RORC A, 1  ; Multiply by 1/2 again (multiply the result by 
1/4) 
 XCH A, X 
 RORC A, 1 
 XCH A, X 
 CMP A, #0  ; Are the higher 8 bits 0? 
 BNZ $JCAL300  ; Exit if too slow 
 XCH A, X 
 CMP A, #45  ; Lower-limit check 
 BC $JCAL300  ; Exit if too fast 
     ; CY = 0 
;-----  Save to the timer count register  ----- 
 MOV RCMPDATA1, A ; Set the RCMPDATA1 setting value to the save 
area 
 SUB RCMPDATA1, #CTROFFSET ; Correct the data equivalent to 48 clocks 
during transmission and reception 
 RORC A, 1  ; Multiply by 1/2 again 
 SUB A, #CSTOFFSET ; Correct start-bit processing 
 MOV RCMPDATA0, A ; For start-bit processing 
 
JCAL300: 
 POP HL   ; Restore the HL register data 
 POP AX   ; Restore the AX register data 
 RET 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; UART receive subroutine 
; 
;  In this subroutine, data receive processing equivalent to one character  
; is performed. 
;  To perform data reception reliably, noise less than about 1.5 us is  
; eliminated when starting reception.  After start bit detection, 0 or 1 is  
; identified at the center of the 1-bit data that is then stored.  The 1-bit  
; receive subroutine is used to identify and store the 1-bit data, and the  
; data is stored into RRXDATA (2 bytes) when stop bit detection has been  
; completed.  At this time, the receive data is stored into the lower one  
; byte (RRXDATA) and the receive status flag into the higher one byte  
; (RRXFLAG). 
; Furthermore, passing of the receive data can be performed both with the  
; RAM and the AX register, because the receive data is stored into the A  
; register and the receive status flag into the X register, and processing  
; is returned from the subroutine. 
; 
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; - Input parameter: None 
; - Output parameters: A register (receive data), X register (receive status 
flag) 
; - Rewriting of the general-purpose register: AX register 
; - Stack use level: 2 
; 
;============================================================================= 
SRXDATA: 
 PUSH BC   ; Save the BC register data to the stack 
 
;-----  Processing before starting reception  ----- 
JRXD000: 
 BF PRXD, $JRXD000 ; If the RxD pin is 0, wait until it becomes 1 
 DI    ; Disable vector interrupt 
 
 
;-----  Start bit detection processing  ----- 
JRXD100: 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: Wait for start bit detection 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: If noise is present, return to waiting for 
start bit detection 
 
 CLR1 PLED   ; 6: Turn on the LED (during data reception) 
 NOP    ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA0 ; 4: Read the setting value 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A  ; 4: Set up to the bit center 
JRXD200: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JRXD200; 8: Wait for the start bit center 
 BT PRXD, $JRXD100 ;10: If the start bit is not detected, return to 
waiting for detection 
 
 NOP    ; 2: For time adjustment 
 MOV B, #8+1  ; 6: Set the remaining number of receive bits 
 MOVW AX, #0000H ; 6: Set the initial data 
 
;-----  Data receive processing  ----- 
JRXD300: 
 CALL !SRXBIT  ; 6: Receive the bit 
 DBNZ B, $JRXD300 ; 6: Count the number of receive bits 
 
 SET1 PLED   ; Turn off the LED (data reception end) 
 
;-----  Receive data save processing  ----- 
 XCH A, X  ; Save the receive data to the X register 
 NOT1 CY 
 ROLC A, 1  ; Set bit 0 to 1 if the stop bit is not detected 
 MOVW RRXDATA, AX  ; Save the receive data and error status 
 XCH A, X  ; Store the receive data to the A register 
     ; Store the error status to the X register 
 POP BC   ; Restore the BC register data 
 RET 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; 1-bit receive subroutine 
; 
; - Input parameters: A register (receive data), CY flag (receive bit) 
; - Output parameters: A register (receive data), CY flag (receive bit) 
; - Rewriting of the general-purpose register: A register 
; - Stack use level: 0 
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; 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SRXBIT: 
 NOP    ; 2: For adjusting the time with transmit 
processing 
 RORC A, 1  ; 2: Retrieve the receive data (CY flag) by 
right-shifting 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A  ; 4: Save the receive data 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA1 ; 4: Get the receive time count value 
 XCH A, RTIMECNT ; 6: Set the count value & restore the receive 
data 
JRXB100: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JRXB100 ; 8*n: Wait time 
 
 BT      PRXD, $JRXB200 ;10: Check the receive data 
 CLR1 CY   ; 2: CY is 0 if 0 is received 
 RET    ; 6: 
JRXB200: 
 SET1 CY   ; 2: CY is 1 if 1 is received 
 RET    ; 6: 
 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; UART transmit subroutine 
; 
;  In this subroutine, data transmission equivalent to one character is  
; performed. 
;  The data to be transmitted is stored into the A register and this  
; subroutine is called, as described in the example below.  The 1-bit  
; transmit subroutine is used to transmit the data and processing is  
; returned from this subroutine when stop bit transmission has been  
; completed. 
; 
; Program example: 
; MOV A, #54H ; Store 54H into the A register 
; CALLT [ZTXDATA] ; Call the UART transmit subroutine 
; 
; - Input parameter: A register (transmit data) 
; - Output parameter: None 
; - Rewriting of the general-purpose register: A register 
; - Stack use level: 2 
; 
;============================================================================= 
STXDATA: 
 PUSH BC   ; Save the BC register data to the stack 
 
;-----  Processing before starting transmission  ----- 
 DI    ; Disable vector interrupt 
 
;-----  Start bit transmit processing  ----- 
 CLR1 PTXD   ; 6: Transmit the start bit 
 
 CLR1 PLED   ; 6: Turn on the LED (during data transmission) 
 MOV B, #1+8+CSTOPBIT ; 6: Set the number of transmit bits 
 
;-----  Data transmit processing  ----- 
JTXD100: 
 CALL !STXBIT  ; 6: Transmit the bit 
 DBNZ B, $JTXD100 ; 6: Count the number of transmit bits 
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 SET1 PLED   ; Turn off the LED (data transmission end) 
 
 POP BC   ; Restore the BC register data 
 RET 
 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
; 1-bit transmit subroutine 
; 
; - Input parameter: A register (transmit data) 
; - Output parameter: A register (transmit data) 
; - Rewriting of the general-purpose register: A register 
; - Stack use level: 0 
; 
;----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
STXBIT: 
 MOV RTIMECNT, A  ; 4: Save the transmit data 
 MOV A, RCMPDATA1 ; 4: Get the transmit time count value 
 XCH A, RTIMECNT ; 6: Set the count value & restore the transmit 
data 
 SET1 CY   ; 2: Set the data to 1 after output 
 RORC    A, 1  ; 2: Right-shift the transmit data to the CY 
flag 
JTXB100: 
 DBNZ RTIMECNT, $JTXB100; 8*n: Wait time 
 
 BC $JTXB200  ; 6: Branch if CY is 1 
 CLR1    PTXD  ; 6: Transmit 0 
 RET    ; 6: 
JTXB200: 
 SET1    PTXD  ; 6: Transmit 1 
 RET    ; 6: 
 
end 
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 op.asm  

 
;============================================================================= 
; 
; Option byte 
; 
;============================================================================= 
OPBT CSEG AT 0080H 
        DB      10011100B ; Option byte area 
;  |||| 
;               |||+----------- Low-speed internal oscillator can be 
stopped by software 
;            |++------------ High-speed internal oscillation clock (8 
MHz) is selected for system clock source 
;                   +------------- P34/RESET pin is used as RESET pin 
 
        DB      11111111B ; Protect byte area (for the self programming 
mode) 
;               |||||||| 
;               ++++++++----------- All blocks can be written or erased 
 
end 
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